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Krebs knew her sources ran against the dominant narrative that placed Europe as ... It’s not that modern historians of the medieval Mediterranean, Europe and Africa have been ignorant about ...
A New History Changes the Balance of Power Between Ethiopia and Medieval Europe
The set-up of Tom McCarthy’s “Stillwater” sounds very Liam Neeson. Matt Damon stars as a tough, terse Oklahoma father who travels to Marseille, France, to visit his jailed daughter (Abigail Breslin), ...
In 'Stillwater,' Matt Damon bridges Oklahoma and France
The meeting, hosted by Greece, was attended by ministers of foreign and European affairs of the seven countries of the European South, namely Cyprus, France, Italy, Greece, Spain, Malta and ...
A Mediterranean approach – Stefan Zrinzo Azzopardi
I never imagined that a methodology based on the capacity to turn a critical eye on the contents of teaching materials would mutate a century later into GOP-sponsored memory laws designed to direct, ...
Ban on critical race theory is latest effort to rewrite the historical narrative
Africa 2020’ and ‘BD 20-21, Year of the Comic Strip’ – were scheduled to take place in 2020 and 2021, before a nasty little virus thwarted the plans of cultural institutions. “Since we started working ...
Celebrating the history and growing influence of African comics
It's a Mediterranean melting pot with a culture, language and identity all of its own. Fought over and conquered by neighbouring Italy and mainland France ... Yet beyond the photogenic image ...
A trip to the Mediterranean: Corsica's cultural crusade
Marseille, a gateway to the Mediterranean, was shaped by generations of migrants and the city saw riots against the far right in 2010. Yet, like elsewhere in France, citizens of North African ...
The Far-Right Could Win France’s Famously Diverse Region
BERLIN — The head of the World Health Organization says he’s hoping for better cooperation and access to data from China in the search for the origins of the coronavirus. WHO Director-General Tedros ...
The Latest: WHO wants more access to virus data from China
LOS ANGELES — Los Angeles County will again require masks indoors even when people are vaccinated. Meantime, the University of California system announced Thursday it will require coronavirus ...
The Latest: LA County to demand masks indoors for vaccinated
We are all brothers in Islam. Anyone with a problem can come to talk.” With these words, a local imam offers supposed comfort and counsel to troubled single mother Amina (Achouackh ...
‘Lingui’ Review: Dazzling Images Don’t Obscure the Clear-Eyed Drive of This Chadian Abortion Drama
Since then, there has been a significant gap between the presidential narrative of a France that is moving forward, and the political and social reality of a country that doubts, worries and ...
The undisputed winner of the French regional elections: abstention
Kim Vilfort relives Denmark's magical 1992 European Championship victory, which came shortly before a terrible tragedy for the midfielder ...
Denmark’s 1992 hero Kim Vilfort, the man who made the fairytale come true amid personal tragedy
WASHINGTON — U.S. health officials say Johnson & Johnson’s COVID-19 vaccine may pose a “small possible risk” of a rare but potentially dangerous neurological reaction.
The Latest: Spain reimplements COVID-19 restrictions
At the risk of frittering away your attention and/or patience before we have made it to the end of the first paragraph, it is a truth universally acknowledged (by this writer, anyway) that a major ...
France looks as glorious as ever as the Tour races on, but it has never felt further away
WASHINGTON — U.S. Surgeon General Vivek Murthy is urging technology companies, health care workers and everyday Americans to do more to stop the spread of misinformation about COVID-19 and vaccines.
The Latest: Arizona has 1,014 daily cases, rise in hospitals
SEOUL, South Korea — South Korea’s streak of more than 1,000 daily coronavirus cases has reached a week as health authorities scramble to slow a viral surge that has brought Seoul’s thriving nightlife ...
The Latest: S Korea passes 1,000 new cases for 7th day
In a Mediterranean city where summer is lived ... As the days became sunnier, France’s second city began to chafe under an early evening curfew that had been in place since October.
‘The city is buzzing again’: Marseille reduces curfew hours after winter lockdown
This blog is now closed. You can find all of our coverage of the pandemic here.
UK reports highest deaths since early April – as it happened
Part of the fascination with France every time a summer tournament ... there is a reason he is Deschamps’ dream, and it goes well beyond football. If Mbappe and Giroud are squabbling, Kante ...
F365 Says: Kante can’t avoid the limelight he deserves
The 2021 Tour de France is in full swing now. The overall narrative is taking shape ... a week from today and beyond, looking like legit breakaway stage chances. Even with the wild card of ...
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